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Abstract
This paper eXIlmines the strut-·ture of Turkish Agriculture and its
problems by using statistical data. The article begins che analysis with
nplaining the importance ood position of agricultural sector. Then the
outlines of the structure and problems of Turkish Agricultural Sector as well
as agricultural policies and their impact are aMly;:ed. Before concluding, a
brief evaluation of the ovet'Yiew of Turkish agricultural system is assessed,
By this article, an attempt ls made to {l!la[yze some of the agricultural
policies that have been applied to the Turkish A.grlculture Sector. The
article also suggests ways to improve Turkish Agriculture.
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Ozet
Bu fall§madtl TUrk Tartmm yapm ve sorunlart, saytsal ~·eriler
kullanarak. incelenmektedir. BQQlangu;ta tanm sektOriiniin Onemmi ve gene/
durwnu verildl. Sonra TUrk Tanm Sek!Orii.nUn yapw ve problemleri,
uygulmwn ve/veya uygulanmak.ta ofan W.nm politikalan ve onlann
som.~·lan belirtilerek tcmm sektiiriiniin analizi ,Vaptlth, Daha sonra Tiirk
Tanm Sckt6riiniin gene! gOriinli.mUntin bit· degerlendirilmesi yapd.dt. TUrk
Tarmunm geli§imi i9in almmas1 gereken On!emler ve yap1lman gerekenler
belirtilerek fal(fma sonlandmldL

Anahtar Kelimcler: TUrk tanmr,,TUrk tanmmm yapzs1, K1rsal
Niifus, TUrk tanm sektbrii.nl1n sorunlan, Tiirk tanm politikalan.
• Prof. Dr., lstanlJul University, Department of Economics.
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Introduction
The agrkult~r.al sector. has great importance for national econorny ;
because of prov1dmg nutntwnal products for households, raw materials for i
industrial sector and creating demand for industrial products and also is a ·
great source of national income.
Turkish agricultural sector constitutes 15 % of the national income and
35
of the total employment and in addition its. social importance is as
prominent as. its economical imponance.
In thi~ study, fir1->t we will d.isp!ay the present s!rJcture of the -.ector and
try to d~rennine irs problt>ms. Secondly, ag:rkultura.l polil·ies from early

Turkish ~cpublic to today and their implicalions arc analyzed. Finally, the
effects of eliminating subvenrions and intervcmions m agricultural pohcies
after the "StaJ.ki~By Tr.:aty" with !MF in ! 999 are investigated.

1. An Overview of Agricultural Sector

l.l. Importance and Positions of Agricultural Sector
Agriculture is one of the most "protected" sectors in both developed and
underdeveloped countries. These wide protective me.asures and f:;ubvention
policies are relnted to the inherent nature of agrirultu~e: Agri.::nlture was fo:
centuries, and still ts, just a<; much a way of life as an economic activity.
The dose relationship with nature, lhe ue;;, with land and the dependence on
climate i.~ a fundamental characteristic of fanmng. On :he other hand, as !he
structure o{ demand is far from being il<"Xib!e, the f1uctuation~ in production
lead to large variations in price:;, an::i hence, in t:te income uf the farmers.

The agricultural sector Is the basic source nf nutritional mat~rial for
consumers. For this reason, governments re:-:>ort to agriculrnral ;.,a!>vcntions
for both stabihzmg fanners' incDmes and protecting consumers"

'The advancement of agrlcultrrc is also irnportanl for industrialization.
Developed countries have achieved their high kvel of development by
increasing agricultural productivity and transferring added values jn
agricultural sector to non-agricultural sectors. At the early stages of
industrialization, agri..·ulturc was the key se~;:tor pm'-iding foreign exchange.
On the other hand, in highiy industrialized countries and in countrie:-: at the
end stages of industnal.izatior:" governments apply protecuve measures both
as a consequence of development and also to meet the increasing pressures
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of the population working in agricultural sector. The protective measures
range from giving subventions and stabilizing product prices, supporting
agricultural inputs, back-up buying and storing, to export and import

policies.
In the industrialization process, the ratios of agricultural income to
national income and agricul!ural labor force to total labor force both
decrease gradually. For example, in industrialized countries both of the
ratios are below 10% {see tables 6 and 1). This structural property is one of
the principal indicator.> of industrialization. The reason underlying this fact
is on one hand the high rate of increase in the productivity of the land and of
the labor, on the other hand the limited demand for agricultural products
compared to total income. As the income increases, the portion of the
expenditures on agricultural products de-creases. In other terms, agricultural
products have low "income elasticity", Therefore, the target of the
agriculture should be to provide satisfactory nutrition for the nati(lnal
population and to use comparative advantages in international markets in
order to reach satisfactory export levels with relatively low labor force.
Once thi;.; goal is achieved, the problem of per capita income in agriculture
will be solved a~ the average agricultural income will be close lo the
average national income.
If the share of employment in agrieulture in the total employment is
decreasing and if the share of ngriculrure in GNP is increasing, the
agricultural sector will develop. On the other hand if agricultural value
added is not transferred to the industrial sector and also if agricultural
developing should not be accompanied with industrialization so neither
agricultural development nor industrial development will be successful
1.2. General Properties of the Agricultural Secb>r

Agricuirural sector has general distinctive features, which give rise to
certain problems even ln developed countries. We can summarize these
features as follows,
i, Agricultural sector depend highly on natural factors, Even in countries
with high technological level, agricultural sector should have privileges.
The- sector is protected against bad conditions that the agricultural producers
may encounter.
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2. There is a delayed supply reaction to the variations in agricultural
demand. In other words, agncultural products have low supply elasticity i
the short run. In addition, the agricultural supply is a function of the price ~:
the product in the previous period.

0

3. Agricultural production is for both the market and self-consumption·
'
that is, it has a dual structure.
4. In agriculture, as opposed to the industrial production, "the law of
diminishing productivity" is valid. This discourages the use of addition
capital in agriculture. In other words. the use of capital-intensive
technologies in agriculture is limited.
5. The market conditions of agricultural businesses are different. A large
number of scattered agricultural firms sell their production in the nearby
markets under full competitive circumstances, while they purchase their
inputs from ·'oligopoly" or "monopoly" markets.
In the light of these remarks, if there is no "government intervention",
producers of agricultural products are vulnerable to exploitation both when
purchasing the inputs and when selling their products. They are exposed to
full-competitiveness situation when selling their output, measurable to
oligopoly circumstances when purchasing their input.
2. The Structure and Problems of the Turkish Agricultural Sector

Looking at the ratio of the agricultural income in total Gross National
Product (GNP). the ratio of agricultural export in total trade, the ratio of the
rural population, and the ratio of agricultural labor force in total labor force,
one can see that Turkey has more "agricultural" and "rural" appearance
compared to countries with a similar national income. Thus, it will take
relatively more time for Turkey to reach the stage of an indu.<.trial and urban
society with respect to countries in the same income group.
2.1. The Structure and Problems of the Rural Population

The census results show that Turkish population has trend of increase.
The distribution of the population between rural and urban areas differs with
a trend of decrease in rural population and a trend of increase in urban
population. The total population, the rural/urban population distributions are
given in Table I and it can be seen that although there is a decrease trend,
the ratio of rural population is still high. For example, the ratio of the rural
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population in total population is 6S% in 1960, 56% in l980, and 35% in
1997

Although the ratio of the agrkulturaf labor force to total labor force is
:fecreasing, (62,5% inl980, 43% int997, 35% in 2000) it is stili high
;ompared to developed countries {5, 8% for EC and 8.1 % for Japan in

2000) (TOBB. 1990).

Comparing with other sectors, it can be seen from Table 4 that size of the
places. it at an imponant position in Turkish economy. The 35%
share of agricultural employment in total population is much higher than the
:;thcr sectors white the ratio of 13.4% of agricultural income to grol>¢
r~ational product is extremely lo'W compared 10 other sectors. In other words,
the agricultural production is quite unproductive because of over population
chis sector, in~ufficient technology and traditional production methods. lack
Jf awareness of market conditions, and lack of con;;;clous of producing for
~he market. It should ah.o be remembered that land is constant as an input
~griculture

In addition. the ratio of the agricultural income in gross national income
ls high compared with developed countries: for example. while it is L7% in

USA and 1.9% inEC. 13.4% in Turkey (see tables 5--6).

After 1980s. protective and supportive policie" have been abandoned and
the fam1ers have found them;o;elvef: i:u a full competitive market bef(\re
getting re.ady for it. As a result, this situation had a controversial effect in
achieving the expected development in agriculture.

2.2. Agricultural Production and Gross National Product

In developed economies such as USA and EC, the ratio of the
agricultural income in total GNP is as tow as 2%. In Turkish economy, this
ratio is, 13.4 %, The contribution of agriculture to external ttade is 14% in
USA while it is 7% in Turkey (see Tables 5 and 7).

This shows that the contribution of agriculture to external trade is low
while its coniribution to GNP ls high. This is due to the following facts:
Flrstly, rural population is intensive; secondl)'. the protective and supportive
policies are mlnimi7..ed; nod third1y the agricultural production is left face to
face to competitive market o:mditions. In agricultural sector, if the national
market comes face to face to mtemational competition. the sector will, in
generar, be hanned, In addition, natural disasters would aggravate the
situation as it happened in Turkey.
·
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In developed countries, the contribution (lf the agriculture to GNP is low i
while its contribution to trade is high. They ar~ applying protective and'
supportive polictes to :m already low density population ln agricultural:
sector- For e~ample, in EC, about 45 % of the EC buctget is a!located to the·
supportive expenditures in agriculture. (Tun:;, l998t

2.3. Agricultural Production and Trade

l! can be seen that the relative importance of agriculture in Turkish;
economy decrea~es v.ith time. The shucc ot agriculture in toml e-xports _
UeLTC<ISed by :57% in !980, l09h in 1995, .:md 7% in /000. Tf',e expmts of\
rrgricuk:ral products de.::reases wh1Ie the!r imports increases. The share of
agricultural products in towl ex.pom jn developed countries is, for example :
!4% in CSA and 8..9% in EC while it is 7% in Turkey (Tnno; I998J.
The reduction of the share of Turkish agriculn.:ral product..;, t11 the worM ;

trade has been;; consequence of liberal policies impJc;nentect after

1980'~.

2.4. Th\! Demand and Supply of Agricultural Inputs

2.4.1. AgdndturaJ inputs
The development of Turkish Agriculture provides a considerable
\:imount of inpub to non,agricultural sectors. As of 1963, 28% of
intermediate products have been produced by tf'.e agricultural sector (Dura,
1987)_ This figure was 27% in 1968, 26% in 1973, 19% io 1979 and B?t
in 1985. Despite this de-crease in time, these ratios ore still high <:omparct.! to
industrial countries For example in USA and UK, the agricultnral inputs
oJnstitute only l% of the. intermediate goods. The percentage of agricultural
inpms in inrerrnedicne goods b an indicator of the degre-e of de-pendency of
Lhe industry on agriculture. In othe-r words, T:Jrkish industry is highly
dependent on agriculture comp-:1red with developed eoum:ries.
AgricuitUial development influences the- demand for industrial products
in two way~- The first nne i:; tl'.e increase of the demand on goods directly
used in agricult:Jral productinn, such as chemical fertilizers, agricu!tutal
drug, equipments etc. The secontl one is the increase in the ineome of the
producer;; in agriCtilturaJ sector which increases their L!er.'iand on
consumption awl investment goods.

)
I

i
i

!
~
l

i

l
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2.4.2. The Use of Modern Inputs and Productivity in Agriculture

The labor force and land are the basic inputs in agricultural production.
Although the ratio of the agricultural labor force is gradually decreasing, it
is still high compared with the standards of industrial countries. After 1960s
as the available land has reached its natural boundaries, farmers started to
use mechanization and high technologic inputs at an increasing rate. The use
of agricultural machines and equipment and tractors have increased till1980
and decreased afterwards. This decrease is due to the liberal policies
adopted with "January 24 Decisions in 1980" with which the prices of
agricultural equipment and credit interest rates are raised to market levels
(Tunr;, 1990). As a result, the cost of getting credit has increased, the degree
of mechanization of inputs slowed down, and the productivity of this
already unproductive sector has further decreased. As another implication of
the liberal policies, the agricultural market was opened to agricultural
imports; high-cost local agricultural products were forced to an unfair
competition with low-cost foreign goods.
In a similar way, the widespread use of modem inputs such as chemical
fertilizers, irrigation, agricultural drugs and high quality seeds after 1960s
lead to an increase in productivity. However, after 1980s, because of the
liberal policies, as the farmers could not afford these inputs, they stopped
using them and productivity decreased.
3. Turkish Agricultural Policies and Their Impacts
3.1. Agricultural Policies and Their Impacts Till1990s

I

In Turkish agricultural sector, protective and supporting policies had
been adopted till1980s. By this time a certain development trend had been
caught because of subventions in oil prices, agricultural equipment bought
with negative interest rates, the increase in the variety of support-buying and
the encouragement of modem inputs. After 1980s, the use of high-tech
inputs were disrupted because of the increase in interest rates, market priced
fuel-oil and agricultural equipment resulting from liberal policies. In
addition, as the Central Bank adopted higher interest rates for agricultural
credits, the use of agricultural credits decreased. The amount, variety and
extent of support buying on product basis decreased, resulting in a decrease
of the governmental contribution to the market as a buyer. Supporting
agriculture with high interest rate credi~ has been abolishment. Product base
prices were lowered. Subventions for inputs were decreased. The adopted

US2
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price polky was not protecting the pmducers and input prices were high
rhan product market prices_
Support prices maintained for a few products and/or group of product a
not enough. The subventions taken off from producer are given to Q
traders of agricultural produces. For example, the subventions in tobac,
and nut which was given hitherto to their p(Oducen;, is given now to tt
traders.
The prime system was started to be used instead of subventions and w:
first applied to cotton. But present prime system concerning a few produc
1s not sufficient for the s!Xtor. In fact !hac application of the system can gh
us opportunity of manipulation the amount of production. It means that
there is a shortage of some goods, we ~an increase !his goods production {
vice Yersa. To e.xplain it com.iders this example: st:ppose a farmer produce
tobacco and earns !0 billion dollars. But we plan to decrease the tobm.'t
production and increa:«: nnt production. If the farmer produce<; nuts inslea
of tobacco, he would earn 7 hiUion dollars hence he wou!d lose 3 billio
dollars. His los,ing of 3 billlon dollar~ is paid to the fanner dire£tly by lh
government in the prime system, But these policies do not give expectet
results. lr means that !1 has been increasing neither amount of productiOJ
nor incom~ng of farmers.

3.2. Agricultural Policies and Their lmpad after 1990

The objective" of Turki;,h Agricultural se;;tor and procedures to achievt
them are determined wjthin the "Agriculture Section" of the "llviF Stand-bj
Agreement" of 1999. This agreement states that direct income suppor
policies will be applted but the base and cei!!ng price policies will b(
abolished. The government wHl involved in buying process, the trade o:
ag:ricul::ural goods will be done under market conditions and ~ationalizc<
Corporations (NI) and State Economic Enterprise {SEE) will be privatized.

NI and SEE which .are corner;;tones of Turkish agricultural system an
protecting the agricultural sector agai:1st unfair competition, Thei
privati:r_acion means the unprotecte-d exposure of :he fanners to marke
conditions, and the ex.termlnation of the agrieultural sector in the long term
According to the ''amendments to the stand~by agreement" with I\iF aftethe financial crisis of November 2000 and February 2001(Tuny, 2001), an;:
21st item of tht> ''intend l~tter" send to JMF fl!i May 3, 2001, it is clear!)
stated that legislative process for the abohtion of the monopoly on sugar an'
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tobacco production will be completed and '·sugar law" will be passed. In
addition the tobacco sector will be Uberoliz.ed that supporting buying will be
abOlished and tobacco law will be passed.

In the 32M item of the intend Jetter, it is also stated that sugar quotations
will be decreased and support buyout~ for grain will be decreased. In
agreement with the direct inoome support policy, the support prices will not
be higher than the expected inflation rate.

The determinations of support prices have always been prob[ematic.
WJth a new legislation. the governmental of support prices especially in
grain, sugar and tobacco will be ended in December 2002. Furthermore, till
that time, the support prices are expected to be determined in such a way to
catch the market prices by 2002 (TCMB, 2001). It is planned to diminish
the subventions and support prices gradually until its annulations by faH
2002 (DPT, 20(H). As a result, the producers wHl have 00 sell at a price
below their production cost and will be forced to leave the- sector. On the
other hand, prices above the world market prices are not desired, became
they lead to unproductivity and to the regression of the sector_ The problem
is not the determination of the price, but exposure of lhe producers in the
competitive market without structural improvement mealiures.
We can say that the "Turkish Agricultural Policies" being applied today
and that wlll be applied in future are a bunch of measures far away from
protection and support but to the contrary are leaving out the sector to the
internal dynamics of the market. As stated, "Dire<:t Income Suppon" policy
wlll be implemented in this way support prices. will be parallel to the world
market prices and hence, real prices will be pulled down. There will be
limits to the subventions in inputs and credits, and these will be ended in
time.

4. The Evaluation of the Agricultural Sector
The liberal policies in Turkish agriculturaJ sector started in 1980 and
ctdminated with stand~by agreement with IMF in 1999 and the fmandal
crisis of November 2000. In Turkish agricultural sector which constitutes
35% of the labor force, 14% of the GDP. 7% of total exports and 5% of the
total imports, the passage from supportive to competitive policies
result
in the loss of any chance of catching a development trend. However a
restructuring of the protection and support measures in order to increase
productivity would be more desirable than thejr complete abolition. The

wm
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development of the Turkish agricultural sector has been handicapped by tt
delay in passing from household economy to market economy, the Jo
income level and the population intensity. In the present situation, as tt
sector has not yet reached a development trend, producers exposed to t]competitive market, will either leave the sector or will be under the contn
of trade sector.
In developed OECD countries where the agricultural sector has a shru
of 1-2% in national income, 5% in total workforce, the farmers get 40%1
their income from government support while this figure is 31 % in TurkE
(Borntav ,2000). In these developed countries consumers pay 31 % mo1
because of agricultural supports while in Turkey they pay only 14% more!
the support price (Boratav, 2000). In short, in Turkey; agricultural support
lower than OECD average. The US dollar amount of subventions per farm
is 15 times more in OECD than in Turkey (Boratav, 2000).
In both developed and developing countries, there is a need f!
supportive policies in agricultural sector because of its structural properties
The possible impacts of ending supportive poiiccs on Turki~
agricultural sector can be summarized as follows.
i) There will be a decrease in agricultural production

ii) Agricultural exports will decrease
iii) Agricultural imports will increase; in addition to a loss of incom
expenses will increase
iv) The unemployment will increase in rural areas.
v) The immigration to urban areas will increase.

In order to achieve any development in Turkish agricultural secto
"supportive and protective" policies should be adopted. The amounts ar
processes of production should be determined for each group of good
Some goods that have been producing unproductivc\y should be ende,
There :)hould be no farming in unproductive land; domestic prices should t
close to world prices but the difference should be paid to the producers. l
areas of discontinued production, direct income support should he given I
the producers and they should undergo educational programs for gettir
new skills. New policies for the regulation of overpopulation in agricultUJ
should be implemented.
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S. Conclusion
Turkish Agricultural .se<-1:0r had been the locomotive sector fot
achievement It means that the share of agriculture in total exports had been
hlgh enough, it provided the inputs ne<:essary for non-agricultural sectors
and it also had produced enough food side products for household
consumption.

Jn 1980's, as a result of liberalization policies ln agricultural sector, the
domestic market came face to face wlth product:<> from developing countries.
These Jow~ co<;t products were more advantageous for the consumer and
they started to replace domestic production. As a result, Turkish fanners lost
:heir share in the market and their income decreased.

in the framework of the Stand-by Agreement, liberalization or free
market policies started to be applied. In addition, the agricultura1.'1ector was
also confronted with the financial crisis of 2000-200 L which worsened the
situation"
As we look at the agricultural policies adopte-d in developing countries,
we see that they have applied "conservative policies" that include support,
proteclion and subvention, For example. both European Communities and
USA are applying conservative policies in their agricultural sectorAs a result, we can conclude that, as the agricultural sector is ditfereut
from other sectors because of its stwctural and the external conditions it is
faced to, it has to be supported both in developed and developing countries,
The crucial point is the type and amount of support.

Countries in which agncultural sector is not deveJoped, will never reach
higher development levels. Therefore in agricultural sector we have- to apply
conservative policie;; for industrialization. The degree of conservative and
the determination of the set of product;; to the- conse-n'cd depend on the
development level.
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TABLE4
Comoarin2 with Other Sectors of A2riculture
GNP
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Source: OPT, VIII.BYKP Tanm istatistikleri, Ankara, 2000.
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